CHAPTER 1
2 MARKS
1. What is ADT?

(2014,2016,2017,2018)

Any type that does not specify an implementation is an abstract data type
Specifies the logical properties of data type or data structure.
Refers to the mathematical concept that governs them.
They are not concerned with the implementation details like space and time
efficiency.
 They are defined by 3 components called Triple =(D,F,A)
D=Set of domain , F=Set of function ,A=Set of axioms / rules





2. Write 4 different data structure operation.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Insertion
Deletion
Traversal
searching

3. What is non linear data structure? 2015,2016(w)
Ans-A non-linear data structure is a data structure in which a data item is connected to several
other data items. So that a given data item has the possibility to reach one-or-more data items.

4. Give two example of non-linear and linear dat structure. 2015,2017
Ans- linear data structure
Stack,Queue
Non linear data structure
Tree,Graph

5. Why algorithm is used?
2015(w)
Ans- In mathematics and computer science, an algorithm is a step-by-step procedure for
calculations. Algorithms are used for calculation, data processing, and automated reasoning.An algorithm is
an effective method expressed as a finite list of well-defined instructions for calculating a function.

5 MARKS
Q-1 Discuss about best case,worst case and average case complexity of a
algorithm.
2016(W),2018(w)
Ans - The best, worst and average case complexity refer to three different ways of measuring the






time complexity (or any other complexity measure) of different inputs of the same size. Since some
inputs of size n may be faster to solve than others, we define the following complexities:
Best-case complexity: This is the complexity of solving the problem for the best input of size n.
Worst-case complexity: This is the complexity of solving the problem for the worst input of size n.
Average-case complexity: This is the complexity of solving the problem on an average. This
complexity
is only defined with respect to a probability distribution over the inputs. For instance,
if all inputs of the same size are assumed to be equally likely to appear, the average case
complexity can be defined with respect to the uniform distribution over all inputs of size n.

Q-2 What do you mean by complexity of a algorithm?Discuss time complexity and space
complexity of an algorithm. 2013(w),2018(w),2016(w),2017(s),2015(w)

Ans- Algorithms it is common to estimate their complexity in the asymptotic sense, i.e., to
estimate the complexity function for arbitrarily large input. Big O notation, Big-omega notation and Bigtheta notation are used to this end.
Time Complexity of an algorithm quantifies the amount of time taken by an algorithm to run as a function
of the length of the string representing the input. The time complexity of an algorithm is commonly
expressed using big O notation, which excludes coefficients and lower order terms. When expressed this
way, the time complexity is said to be described asymptotically, i.e., as the input size goes to infinity. For
example, if the time required by an algorithm on all inputs of size n is at most 5n3 + 3n, the asymptotic time
complexity is O(n3).Algorithm's performance time may vary with different inputs of the same size, one
commonly uses the worst-case time complexity of an algorithm, denoted as T(n), which is defined as the
maximum amount of time taken on any input of size n. Time complexities are classified by the nature of the
function T(n). For instance, an algorithm with T(n) = O(n) is called a linear time algorithm, and an algorithm
with T(n) = O(2n) is said to be an exponential time algorithm.

Space complexity :The way in which the amount of storage space required by an algorithm varies with the size of the problem
it is solving. Space complexity is normally expressed as an order of magnitude, e.g. O(N^2) means that if the
size of the problem (N) doubles then four times as much working storage will be needed .

7 marks
Q-1-Define Data structure and discuss about different data models.State the different data
structure operations that can be done in data models. 2016(w),2015(w)

Ans- A data structure is a way of organizing information, so that it is easier to use. Data structures
determine the way in which information can be stored in computer and used Data structures are often
optimized for certain operations.
Different data models areArray- The simplest type of data structure is a linear array. This is also called one dimensional array. An
array holds several values of the same kind. Accessing the elements is very fast.
Linked List- A linked list data structure is a set of records linked together by references. The records are
often called nodes. The references are often called links or pointers.From here on, the words node and
pointer will be used for these concepts.
Stack- A stack is a basic data structure that can be logically thought as linear structure represented by a
real physical stack or pile, a structure where insertion and deletion of items takes place at one end called
top of the stack. The basic implementa on of a stack is also called a ―Last In First Out structure;
Queue- A queue is an abstract data type or a linear data structure, in which the first element is inserted
from one end (the ―rear), and the dele on of exis ng element takes place from the other end (the front).
A queue is a ―First In First Out data structure.
Graph- A graph is an abstract data type that is meant to implement the graph and hypergraph concepts
from mathematics. A graph data structure consists of a finte (and possibly mutable) set of ordered pairs,
called edges or arcs, of certain entities called nodes or vertices
Tree- A tree is a non-linear data structure that consists of a root node and potentially many levels of
additional nodes that form a hierarchy. A tree can be empty with no nodes called the null or empty tree or
a tree is a structure consisting of one node called the root and one or more subtrees.
Different data structure operations-

(1) Traversing: Accessing each records exactly once so that certain items in the record may be processed.
(2) Searching: Finding the location of a particular record with a given key value, or finding the location of all
records which satisfy one or more conditions.
(3) Inserting: Adding a new record to the structure.
(4) Deleting: Removing the record from the structure.
(5) Sorting: Managing the data or record in some logical order(Ascending or descending order).
(6) Merging: Combining the record in two different sorted files into a single sorted file.

CHAPTER –2
2 MARKS

1. Define String.

2017(w),2016(w)

Ans:- It is comprised of a set of character that can also contain spaces and numbers.
A finite sequence ‗S‘ of zero or more characters is called a String. The string with
zero character is called the empty string or null string.
The number of characters in a string is called its length.
Specific string will be denoted by in closing their character in single
quotation mark.
For e.g. ; ― “THE END”
‘12345’

2. Give one example of String Constant. 2017(s)
The constant string is fixed & is written in either ‘ ’ single quote & “ “ double
quotation.
Ex:- ‗’SONA‘
“sona”

3. Define Substring. Give one Example.

2015(w)

Sub string:Group of conjunctive elements in a string (such as words, phrases or sentences) called substring.
Accessing substring of a given string required 3 pieces of information.
a. The name of the string or the string itself.
b. The position of the first character of the substring in the given string.
c. The length of the substring of the last character of the substring. We called
this operation SUBSTRING.

4.What do you mean by Concatenation Operation? Give an example. 2016(w)
Ans - String concatenation is the operation of joining character strings end-to-end.String
concatenation can be denoted as S1 //S2, For example, the concatenation of S1="snow" and S2= "ball"
then S1//S2=”snowball”.

5 MARKS
1. Define pattern matching. Write pattern matching algorithm. 2017(w)

Ans- Pattern matching is the problem of deciding wheather or not a given string pattern P
appears in a String text T.we assume that length of P doesn’t exceed length of T.

Algorithm-

7 MARKS

2.Explain string operation with suitable example.

2016(w), 2015(w),2018(w)

Ans- There are four different operations.
1. Sub string
2. Indexing
3. Concatenation
4. Length
SUBSTRING Group of conjunctive elements in a string (such as wards, purchases or
sentences) called substring. It can be denoted as.
SUBSTRING (String, initial, length)
To denote the substring of string S beginning in the position K having a length L
For e.g.; SUBSTRING (’TO BE OR NOT TO BE‘, 4, 7)=’BE OR N’.

Indexing Indexing also called pattern matching which refers to finding the position where a string pattern P. First
appears in a given string text T, we called this operation index and write as INDEX (text, pattern).
For e.g.; T contains the text. ‘HIS FATHER IS THE PROFESSOR‘
Then INDEX (T, ‘THE‘),INDEX (T, ‗THEN‘) have the value 7 and 0 respectively.

Concatenation Let S1 & S2 in be the string then concatenation of S1 & S2 is denoted byS1 S2 , S1 ||S2 , each the string
consist of the character of S1 followed by the characters ofS2 .
Ex:- S1 = ‘Sonalisa‘ S2 = ‘ ‘ S3 = ‘Behera‘
S1 ||S2 ||S3 = Sonalisa Behera
Length The number of character in a string is called its length. We will write LENGTH (string).For the length of a
given string LENGTH (―Computer‖). The length is 8. Basic language LEN (STRING)
Strlen (string)
For e.g- LENGTH(‘COMPUTER’)=8.
LENGTH(‘ ‘)=0

CHAPTER-3

2 Marks
Q-1-What do you mean by traversal operation? 2015(w),2016(w)
Ans- Let A be a collection of data elements stored in the memory of the computer. Suppose we want to
print the content of each element of A or suppose we want to count the number of elements of A, this can
be accomplished by traversing A, that is, by accessing and processing each element of a exactly ones.

Q-2) Define Array. 2018(w), 2015(w),2017(w)
Ans-An Array is a list of finite number of n homogeneous data elements i.e. the elements of same
data types Such that:
a) The elements of the array are referenced respectively by an index set consisting of n consecutive
numbers.
b) The elements of the array are stored respectively in the successive memory locations.

Q-3-Define Sparse matrix. ,2018,2017,2016 (W)
Ans- Matrix with relatively a high proportion of zero entries are called sparse matrix.

5 marks-

Q-1) Explain how elements are inserted and deleted in array? 2016(w),w-2018
Ans- Insertion and Deletion in Linear Array:
Let A be a collec on of data elements in the memory of the computer. ―Inser ng refers to the opera on of
adding another element to the collection A, and deleting refers to the operation of removing one element
from A.
Inserting an element at the end of the linear array can be easily done provided the memory space
allocated for the array is large enough to accommodate the additional element. On the other hand, suppose
we need to insert an element in the middle of the array. Then, on the average, half of the elements must be
moved downward to new location to accommodate the new elements and keep the order of the other
elements.
Similarly, deleting an element at the end of the array presents no difficulties, but deleting the element
somewhere in the middle of the array requires that each subsequent element be moved one location
upward in order to fill up the array. The following algorithm inserts a data element ITEM in to the Kth
position in the linear array LA with N elements.

Q-2) Define linear array. Write operations perform on linear array. 2018(w),2015(w)
Ans-A Linear Array is a list of finite number of n homogeneous data elements i.e. the
elements of same data types Such that:
OPERATIONS ON ARRAYS

Various operations that can be performed on an array
Traversing- traversing refers to visit each and every element of array only once.

Insertion-Let A be a collection of data elements in the memory of the computer. Inserting refers to the
operation of adding another element to the collection A..
Deletion - And deleting refers to the operation of removing one element from A.
Sorting-To arrange all elements in an array in a order either in ascending order or descending order
Searching-To search an element in an array from the list of elements.
Merging-To add two or more array..

Q-3-Write an algorithm for traversing the element in linear array. 2015,2016(w),2017(w)
Ans- Algorithm: (Traversing a Linear Array)
Here LA is a linear array with lower bound LB and upper bound UB. This
algorithm traverses LA applying an operation PROCESS to each element of LA.
1. [Initialize counter] Set k: =LB.
2. Repeat steps 3 and 4 while k <=UB.
3. [Visit Element] Apply PROCESS to LA [k].
4. [Increase Counter] Set k: =k + 1.
[End of step 2 loop]
5. Exit.

Q-4- How linear array is represent in memory?Write an algorithm to insert and delete an
element in linear array. 2016(w),2014(w)
Ans- Representation of linear array in memory
Let LA is a linear array in the memory of the computer. Recall that the memory of computer is simply a
sequence of addressed locations. LOC (LA[k]) = address of element LA[k] of the array LA. As previously
noted, the elements of LA are stored in the successive memory cells. Accordingly, the computer does not
need to keep track of the address of every element of LA, but needs to keep track only of the address of the
first element of LA, denoted by Base (LA) And called the base address of LA. Using base address the
Computer calculates the address of any element of LA by the following formula: LOC (LA[k]) = Base (LA) + w
(k-lower bound) Where w is the number of words per memory cell for the array LA.
Algorithm
INSERT (LA, N, K, ITEM)
Here LA is a linear array with N elements and K is a positive integer such that
K<=N. The algorithm inserts an element ITEM into the Kth position in LA.
1. [Initialize counter] Set J: = N.
2. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 while j >= k;
3. [Move jth element downward.] Set LA [J + 1]: =LA [J].
4. [Decrease counter] Set J: = J-1
[End of step 2 loop]
5. [Insert element] Set LA [K]:=ITEM.
6. [Reset N] Set N:=N+1
7. EXIT.
DELETE (LA, N, K, ITEM)
Here LA is a Linear Array with N elements and K is the positive integer such that
K<=N. This algorithm deletes the Kth element from LA.
1. Set ITEM: = LA [k].
2. Repeat for J = K to N – 1.
[Move J + 1st element upward] Set LA [J]: = LA [J +1].
[End of loop]
3. [Reset the number N of elements in LA] Set N: = N-1
4. EXIT

7 marks
Q-1-How multi dimensional array is represent in memory? Derive expression for
addressing an element in a 2D array.(Both Row major order and Column major order)
Ans- Multidimensional Array
1. Array having more than one subscript variable is called Multi-Dimensional array.
2. Multi Dimensional Array is also called as Matrix.
MEMORY REPRSENTATION
1. 2-D arrays are Stored in contiguous memory location row wise.
2. 3 X 3 Array is shown below in the first Diagram.
3. Consider 3×3 Array is stored in Contiguous memory location which
starts from 4000 .
4. Array element a[0][0] will be stored at address 4000 again a[0][1] will be
stored to next memory location i.e Elements stored row-wise
5. After Elements of First Row are stored in appropriate memory location ,
elements of next row get their corresponding mem. locations.
6. This is integer array so each element requires 2 bytes of memory.
The array may be stored in memory one of the following way :1. Column by column i,e column major order
2. Row by row , i,e in row major order.
The following figure shows both representation of the above array. By row-major order, we mean that the
elements in the array are so arranged that the subscript at the extreme right varies fast than the subscript
at it‘s left., while in column-major order , the subscript at the extreme left changes rapidly ,
then the subscript at it‘s right and so on.
1,1
2,1
1,2
2,2
ColumnMajorOrder
1,1
1,2
2,1
2,2
Row major order
Now we know that computer keeps track of only the base address. So the address of any
specified location of an array , for example Arr[j,k] of a 2 d array Arr[m,n] can be calculated by using
the following formula :(Column major order ) Address(Arr[j,k])= base(Arr)+w[m(k-1)+(j-1)]
(Row major order) Address(Arr[j,k])=base(Arr)+w[n(j-1)+(k-1)]
For example Arr(25,4) is an array with base value 200.w=4 for this array. The
address of Arr(12,3) can be calculated using row-major order as
Address(Arr(12,3))=200+4[4(12-1)+(3-1)]
=200+4[4*11+2]
=200+4[44+2]
=200+4[46]
=200+184
=384
Again using column-major order
Address(Arr(12,3))=200+4[25(3-1)+(12-1)]

=200+4[25*2+11]
=200+4[50+11]
=200+4[61]
=200+244
=444

CHAPTER-4
2 MARKS
Q-1 Define Stack. 2018(w),2016(w),2015(w),
2017(s)
Ans-

A stack is a linear data structure that are
inserted and removed according to the lastin first-out (LIFO) principle. In the pushdown
stacks only two operations are
allowed: push the item into the stack,
and pop the item out of the stack. A stack is
a limited access data structure - elements
can be added(push) and removed(pop) from
the stack only at the top

Q-2 What do you mean by polish notation? 2016(w(),2017(w)
Polish notation, also known as Polish prefix notation or simply prefix notation is a
form of notation for logic, arithmetic, and algebra. Its distinguishing feature is that
it places operators to the left of their operands. If the arity of the operators is
fixed, the result is a syntax lacking parentheses or other brackets that can still be
parsed without ambiguity. The Polish logician Jan Łukasiewicz invented this
notation in 1924 in order to simplify sentential logic.

Q-3 Define Queue.

2017(w),2018(w),2015(w)

Ans-Queue is a linear list of elements in which deletions can take place only at one
end, called the FRONT and insertions can take place only at the other end, called
the REAR. Queue are also called first-in first-out (FIFO) lists, since the first elements enter
a queue will be the first element out of the queue.

Q-4 Define Recursion.give one example. Name data structure to implement it.
2018(w),2014(w),2015(w),2017(s)
Ans-Recursion is the process of repeating items in a self-similar way. The most common application of

recursion is in mathematics and computer science in which it refers to a method of defining functions in
which the function being defined is applied within its own definition. For instance,
Ex- when the surfaces of two mirrors are exactly parallel with each other, the nested images that occur are
a form of infinite recursion.

Q-5 Define priority Queue. 2013(w),2014(w),2015(w)

Ans-A priority queue is a collection of elements such that each element has been
assigned a priority and such that the order in which elements are deleted and
processed comes from the which following rule:
(1) An element of higher priority is processes before any element of lower priority.
(2) Two elements with the same priority are processes according to the order in
which they were added to the queue.

Q-6 Define Circular Queue. 2017(w),2015(w)

Ans-Circular Queue is a linear data structure in which the operations are performed based on FIFO (First In
First Out) principle and the last position is connected back to the first position to make a circle. It is also
called ‘Ring Buffer’.

In a normal Queue, we can insert elements until queue becomes full. But once queue becomes full, we can
not insert the next element even if there is a space in front of queue.

5 marks
Q-1 Discuss different application of stack.
2018, 2015(w)
Ans-REVERSE OF STRING—

We can accomplish this task by pushing each characters from the string in the order it appears.
When the line is finished,characters are the proposed of back to stack. “They come of in reverse order.
Example-A word ANJEL is pushed into stack..While all the elements are poped.it shows LEJNA
L
E
J
N
A

POLISH NOTATION-The process of writing the expression either before their operands or after them is called “polish notaion”.
The main property of polish notation is that the order in which operations are to be performed is
ascertained by the position of the operators and operands in the expression.
If the operator symbols are placed between operands—INFIX notation
Ex-A+B
If the operator symbols are placed before ts operands—PREFIX notation.
Ex-+AB
If the operator symbols are placed after its operands—POSTFIX notation.
EX-AB+
RECURSION-The function which call itself again and again is known as recursive function. This function will
call itself as long as the condition is satisfied.
Backtracking is used in algorithms in which there are steps along some path (state) from some starting
point to some goal.




Find your way through a maze.
Find a path from one point in a graph (roadmap) to another point.
Play a game in which there are moves to be made (checkers, chess).

In all of these cases, there are choices to be made among a number of options .

Q-2 Write an algorithm to insert and delete element in Queue. 2018 w), 2016(w,2015(w)
Ans-For insertion
Step 1: If REAR >= SIZE – 1 then
Write “Queue is Overflow”
Step 2: REAR = REAR + 1
Step 3: QUEUE [REAR] = X
Step 4: If FRONT = -1 then
FRONT = 0
For deletion
Step 1: If FRONT = -1 then
Write “Queue is Underflow”

Step 2: Return QUEUE [FRONT]
Step 3: If FRONT = REAR then
FRONT = 0
REAR = 0
Else
FRONT = FRONT + 1

Q-2 Write an algorithm to push and pop operation of element on stack.
2018(w),2014(w),2015(w),2017(s)
Ans- Algorithm for PUSH

PUSH (STACK, TOP, MAXSTK, ITEM)
This procedure pushes an item on to a stack.
1. [Stack already filled]?
If TOP = MAXSTK, then: Print: OVERFLOW, and Return.
2. Set TOP: = TOP + 1. [Increase TOP by 1].
3. Set STACK [TOP]: = ITEM. [Inserts ITEM in new TOP position].
4. Return.
Algorithm for POP
POP (STACK, TOP, ITEM)
This procedure deletes the TOP element of STACK and assigns it to the variable
ITEM.
1. [Stack has an item to be removed]
If TOP = 0, then: Print: UNDERFLOW and Return.
2. Set ITEM: =STACK [TOP]. [Assign TOP element to ITEM].
3. Set TOP: = TOP – 1 [Decrease TOP by 1].
4. Return.

Q-3 Expalin different types of polish notation. 2016(w)

Ans- The name comes from the Polish mathematician/logician Lukasiewicz, who introduced it. Three types:

Infix form- : the binary operator is between the two operands (a+b)
Prefix form-:the binary operator is first then operand (+ab)
Postfix form-:the binary operator is last the operand is first (ab+)

Infix
a+b
a+b*c
(a + b) * (c - d)

Prefix
+ab
+a*bc
*+ab-cd

Postfix
ab+
abc*+
ab+cd-*

Q-4 conversion...
7 marks
Q-1 How queue is represented in memory?Draw diagramto show how insertion and
deletion takes place in Queue. 2016(w)
Ans- QUEUE(USING ARRAY) A queue is a linear collection or linear list in which insertion can
take place only at one end, called rear of the list, and deletions can take place only at other end, called front
of the list,. The behavior of a queue is like a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) system

Memory Representation of Linear Queue(Using Array)

QUEUE(Using Linked List)
A queue represented using a linked list is also known as a linked queue. The array
based representation of queue suffers from the following limitations—



Size of the queue must be known in advance
We may come across the situations when an attempt to enqueue an element
causes overflow. However an abstract data type structure can not be full

Diagram to show insertion and deletion in queue

Q-2-How insertion and deletion takes place in circular Queue.Draw a diagram to
represent the operation .
2018,2015(w).

Ans-The queue is considered as a circular queue when the positions 0 and MAX-1 are adjacent. Any
position before front is also after rear

CHAPTER-5
2 MARKS
1. Define linked list? (w-2018,2013)
Ans:- A linked list is a linear data structure where each element is a separate object. Each
element (we will call it a node) of a list is comprising of two items - the data and a
reference to the next node.
2. What do you mean by garbage collection?why it is used? (w-2018)(s-2016)
Ans:- Garbage collection (GC) is a dynamic approach to automatic memory management
and heap allocation that processes and identifies dead memory blocks and reallocates
storage for reuse. The primary purpose of garbage collection is to reduce memory leaks.
GC implementation requires three primary approaches, as follows:
 Mark-and-sweep - In process when memory runs out, the GC locates all accessible
memory and then reclaims available memory.
 Reference counting - Allocated objects contain a reference count of the referencing
number. When the memory count is zero, the object is garbage and is then destroyed.
The freed memory returns to the memory heap.
 Copy collection - There are two memory partitions. If the first partition is full, the GC
locates all accessible data structures and copies them to the second partition,
compacting memory after GC process and allowing continuous free memory.
3. Define double linked list with it’s suitable example?(w-2018,2014,2015)
Ans:- Double linked list is a sequence of elements in which every element has links to its

-> In double linked list, every node has link to its previous node and next node. So, we can
traverse forward by using next field and can traverse backward by using previous field. Every
node in a double linked list contains three fields and they are shown in the following figure.

4. Write two advantages of of linked list representation over stack & queue?
(w-2016-BP)
(a) Linked List is Dynamic data Structure .
(b) Linked List can grow and shrink during run time.
(c) Insertion and Deletion Operations are Easier
(d) Efficient Memory Utilization ,i.e no need to pre-allocate memory
(e) Faster Access time,can be expanded in constant time without memory
overhead
(f) Linear Data Structures such as Stack,Queue can be easily implemeted using
Linked list.
5. Define header Linked list? [W-2018)]
Ans:- A Header linked list is one more variant of linked list. In Header linked list, we have a
special node present at the beginning of the linked list. This special node is used to store
number of nodes present in the linked list. In other linked list variant, if we want to know
the size of the linked list we use traversal method. But in Header linked list, the size of the
linked list is stored in its header itself.
Types of Header linked list
 Grounded header linked list.
 Circular header linked list.
6. Write the advantages of using linked list? (w-2015)
A Header linked list is one more variant of linked list. In Header linked list, we have a
special node present at the beginning of the linked list. This special node is used to
store number of nodes present in the linked list. In other linked list variant, if we want
to know the size of the linked list we use traversal method. But in Header linked list,
the size of the linked list is stored in its header itself.
Types of Header linked list



Grounded header linked list.
Circular header linked list.

7. Define heap?
[(w-2015,2016)
Ans:- A heap is a specialized tree-based data structure that satisfied the heap property:
if B is a child node of A, then key(A) ≥ key(B). This implies that an element with the
greatest key is always in the root node, and so such a heap is sometimes called a maxheap. Of course, there's also a min-heap.

Long Question[5marks]

1.

What are operation performed on stack?2018
Ans-Basic Stack Operation
We know that Stack can be represented using an array. Stack is open at one end and
operations can be performed on single end. We can have different primitive operations on
Stack Data Structure.
Creating Stack Data Structure :
typedef struct stack {
int data[MAX];
int top;
}stack;
Basic Operations Performed on Stack :
1. Create
2. Push
3. Pop
4. Empty
A. Creating Stack :
1. Stack can be created by declaring the structure with two members.
2. One Member can store the actual data in the form of array.
3. Another Member can store the position of the topmost element.
typedef struct stack {
int data[MAX];
int top;
}stack;
B. Push Operation on Stack :
We have declared data array in the above declaration. Whenever we add any element in the
‘data’ array then it will be called as “Pushing Data on the Stack”.
Suppose “top” is a pointer to the top element in a stack. After every push operation, the
value of “top” is incremented by one.
C. Pop Operation on Stack :
Whenever we try to remove element from the stack then the operation is called as POP
Operation on Stack.
Some basic Terms :
Concept
Definition
Stack
Push

The procedure of inserting a new element to the top of the
stack is known as Push Operation

Stack

Any attempt to insert a new element in already full stack is

Concept

Definition

Overflow results into Stack Overflow.
Stack Pop

The procedure of removing element from the top of the
stack is called Pop Operation.

Stack
Any attempt to delete an element from already empty
Underflow stack results into Stack Underflow.
2.What are the operation performed in linked list? 2016(W)
Ans:- Operations on linked lists
Suppose that we have already created a linked list in memory, and that a variable lis of type
ListNode contains a reference to the first element of the list.
We can perform various operations on such a list. The most common operations are:
 checking whether the list is empty;
 accessing a node to modify it or to obtain the information in it;
 traversing the list to access all elements (e.g., to print them, or to find some specific
element);
 determining the size (i.e., the number of elements) of the list;
 inserting or removing a specific element (e.g., the first one, the last one, or one with a
certain value);
 creating a list by reading the elements from an input stream;
 converting a list to and from an array, string, etc.
Note that some of the operations above do not modify the list at all, some modify only the
information field of a node, and some modify the structure of the list, by changing how the
nodes are connected to each other. We will realize each operation through a static method:
 The method takes as one of its parameters a reference to the first node of the list.
 If the method modifies the list, it also returns a reference to the first node of the
modified list as its return value.
Inserting a new element as the first one of a list
To insert a new element as the first one of a list: 1. we allocate a new node for the element (note that we are given the element (e.g., a
string), but we still must create the node for it),
2. we assign the element to the info instance field,
3. we concatenate the new node with the original list,
4. we make the newly created node the first one of the list.

Note that we do not need to actually access the elements of the list to perform this
operation.
Implementation:
public static ListNode insertFirst(ListNode lis, String s) {

ListNode p = new ListNode();
p.info = s;
// 2
p.next = lis;
// 3
lis = p;
// 4
return lis;

// 1

}
Deleting the first element of a list
In general, deleting an element of a list means to modify the list in such a way that the
element is no longer connected to its predecessor and successor, while bridging the deleted
element to maintain the connection of the other elements.
To delete the first element of a list we proceed as follows:  If the list is empty, we don't do anything.
 Otherwise, we return the list starting at the element that follows the first one.

Implementation:
public static ListNode deleteFirst(ListNode lis) {
if (lis != null)
lis = lis.next;
return lis;
}
Note that the method works correctly also in the case where the element to delete is the
only one of the list (i.e., when the value of lis.next is null). In this case, the method returns
the empty list (i.e., null).
Accessing successive nodes of a list
To perform an operation on all elements of a list, we have to reach each element starting
from the first one, by following the next references. One way of doing this is through
iteration. The loop scheme to access all elements of a list whose first element is referenced
by a variable lis is the following.
ListNode lis = ...
ListNode p = lis;
while (p != null) {
process the node referenced by p
p = p.next;
}

2. Write an algorithm to insert a node at the beginning of the list? 2018 (W),2017(s)
Insertion at the beginning of the Singly linked lists

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Step 1. Create a new node and assign the address to any node say ptr.
Step 2. OVERFLOW,IF(PTR = NULL)
write : OVERFLOW and EXIT.
Step 3. ASSIGN INFO[PTR] = ITEM
Step 4. IF(START = NULL)
ASSIGN NEXT[PTR] = NULL
ELSE
ASSIGN NEXT[PTR] = START

9. Step 5. ASSIGN START = PTR
10.Step 6. EXIT
Algorithm for Deletion at Last Node of the Linked LIst

Delete End(info,next,start)
1.if(start=NULL)
Print Underflow and Exit.
2.if(next[start]==NULL)
Set ptr =start and start=NULL.
set temp = info[ptr].
else cptr = start and ptr = next[start].
Repeat steps(a) and (b) while(next[ptr]!=NULL)
(a) set cptr = ptr
(b) set ptr = next[ptr
[end while]
set next[cptr] = NULL
temp = info[ptr]
else cptr = start and ptr = next[start].
Repeat steps(a) and (b) while(next[ptr]!=NULL)
(a) set cptr = ptr
(b) set ptr = next[ptr
[end while]
set next[cptr] = NULL
temp = info[ptr]
[end if
free(ptr
return temp
exit

3.

Write and Explain how will you traversing a linked list? 2018

Ans- Singly-linked list. Traversal.
Assume, that we have a list with some nodes. Traversal is the very basic operation, which
presents as a part in almost every operation on a singly-linked list. For instance, algorithm
may traverse a singly-linked list to find a value, find a position for insertion, etc. For a singlylinked list, only forward direction traversal is possible.

Traversal algorithm
Beginning from the head,
1. check, if the end of a list hasn't been reached yet;
2. do some actions with the current node, which is specific for particular algorithm;
3. current node becomes previous and next node becomes current. Go to the step 1.
Example
As for example, let us see an example of summing up values in a singly-linked list.

Algorithm.
Traverse ( ): Description: Here START is a pointer variable which contains the address of first
node. PROCESS is any operation that is to be performed on the node.
1. Set PTR = START
2. Repeat While (PTR != NULL)
3. Apply PROCESS to PTR->INFO
4. PTR = PTR->LINK [End of While Loop]
5. Exit
Q-4- Write an algorithm t insert a node after a specific node in a linkedlist.2018
Ans- Insert Specific ( ): Description: Here START is a pointer variable which contains the
address of first node. NEW is a pointer variable which will contain address of new node. N is
the value after which new node is to be inserted and ITEM is the value to be inserted.
1. If (START == NULL) Then
2. Print: Linked-List is empty. It must have at least one node
3. Else
4. Set PTR = START, NEW = START
5. Repeat While (PTR != NULL)
6. If (PTR->INFO == N) Then
7. NEW = New Node
8. NEW->INFO = ITEM
9. NEW->LINK = PTR->LINK

10. PTR->LINK = NEW
11. Print: ITEM inserted
12. ELSE
13. PTR = PTR->LINK [End of Step 6 If]
[End of While Loop]
[End of Step 1 If]
14. Exit.
Q-5- write an algorithm for searching an element in linkedlist.2017,2016
Ans- Search Unsorted ( ): Description: Here START is a pointer variable which contains the
address of first node. ITEM is the value to be searched.
1. Set PTR = START, LOC = 1 [Initialize PTR and LOC]
2. Repeat While (PTR != NULL)
3. If (ITEM == PTR->INFO) Then [Check if ITEM matches with INFO field]
4. Print: ITEM is present at location LOC
5. Return
6. Else
7. PTR = PTR->LINK [Move PTR to next node]
8. LOC = LOC + 1 [Increment LOC]
9. [End of If]
10. [End of While Loop]
11. Print: ITEM is not present in the list
12. Exit.
7 marksQ-1-How linked list structure is different from stack and Queue.?How it is represented in
memory? 2018,2014,2017(S).
Ans- Dynamic data structure that can grow an string. Efficient memory utilization
(exact amount of data storage). Insertion deletion & pupation are easy & efficient.
Data stored in RAM but not sequential which is not possible in stack and queue.
Representation of the linked list in memory:-

In memory the linked list is stored in scattered cells (locations).The memory for each node is
allocated dynamically means as and when required. So the Linked List can increase as per
the user wish and the size is not fixed, it can vary.
Suppose first node of linked list is allocated with an address 1008. Its graphical
representation looks like the figure shown below:

Suppose next node is allocated at an address 506, so the list becomes,

Suppose next node is allocated with an address with an address 10,s the list become

The other way to represent the linked list is as shown below

In the above representation the data stored in the linked list is “INDIA”, the
information part of each node contains one character. The external pointer root points
to first node’s address 1005. The link part of the node containing information I contains
1007, the address of next node. The last node of the list contains an address 0, the
invalid address or NULL address.

CHAPTER—6
2 MARKS
1.Define general tree. How it is different from Binary tree? 2018(w)
AnsGeneral Tree

Binary Tree

1. A general tree is a data structure in
that each node can have infinite
number of children,
2. A General tree can’t be empty.
3. There is no limit on the degree of
node in a general tree.

1. A Binary tree is a data structure in
that each node has at most two
nodes left and right.
2. A Binary tree can be empty.
3. Nodes in a binary tree cannot have
more than degree 2.

2.Define binary tree.

2017(s),2015(w),2018

Ans-A binary tree is a finite set of nodes which is either empty or consists
of a root and two disjoint binary trees called the left subtree and the right subtree.
-> A Binary tree can be empty.
-> Nodes in a binary tree cannot have more than degree 2.
->In binary tree, root have in-degree 0 and maximum out-degree 2.
->In binary tree, each node have in-degree one and maximum out-degree 2.

3. Define binary search tree(BST).

2014(w),2018(w),2015

Ans-A binary search tree (BST), sometimes also called an ordered or sorted binary
tree, is a node-based binary tree data structure, where each node has a
comparable key
The left subtree of a node contains only nodes with keys less than the
node's key.
The right subtree of a node contains only nodes with keys greater than the
node's key.
The left and right subtree each must also be a binary search tree.
Each node can have up to two successor nodes.
There must be no duplicate nodes.
A unique path exists from the root to every other node

5 MARKS
1. What do you mean by tree traversal? Explain different traversal .{2018(w),2015(w)}

Ans- Tree traversal (also known as tree search) is refers to the process of visiting (checking and/or
updating) each node in a tree data structure, exactly once. There are three commonly used patterns to visit all the
nodes in a tree. The difference between these patterns is the order in which each node is visited. The three
traversals we will look at are called preorder, inorder, and postorder
Inorder traversal
1. Traverse the left subtree, i.e., call Inorder(left-subtree)
2. Visit the root.
3. Traverse the right subtree, i.e., call Inorder(right-subtree

Uses of Inorder
In case of binary search trees (BST), Inorder traversal gives nodes in non-decreasing order. To get
nodes of BST in non-increasing order, a variation of Inorder traversal where Inorder itraversal s
reversed, can be used.

preorder traversal
1. Visit the root.
2. Traverse the left subtree, i.e., call Preorder(left-subtree)
3. Traverse the right subtree, i.e., call Preorder(right-subtree)
Uses of Preorder
Preorder traversal is also used to get prefix expression on of an expression tree.

preorder traversal
1. Traverse the left subtree, i.e., call Postorder(left-subtree)
2. Traverse the right subtree, i.e., call Postorder(right-subtree)
3. Visit the root.
Uses of Postorder
Postorder traversal is useful to get the postfix expression of an expression tree.

2.Consider the tree T. List the nodes of the tree T in
a) Preorder b)Inorder c)Postorder
2018(w),2015(w)

Ans- Preorder-DBEACF
Inorder-ABDECF
Postorder-DEDFCA

7 MARKS
1. What do you mean by BSt?How insertion and deletion takes
place in a BST?Draw a BST with following data.
50,33,44,22,77,35,60,40,90,30. 2014(w),2017(s)
Ans- A binary search tree (BST), also known as an ordered binary tree, is a node-based data
structure in which each node has no more than two child nodes. The left sub-tree contains only
nodes with keys less than the parent node; the right sub-tree contains only nodes with keys
greater than the parent node.
Insertion
1.Always insert new node as leaf node
2. Start at root node as current node

3. If new node‘s key < current‘s key
a. If current node has a left child, search left
b. Else add new node as current‘s left child
4. If new node‘s key > current‘s key
a. If current node has a right child, search right
b. Else add new node as current‘s right child
Deletion
Basically, in can be divided into two stages:
search for a node to remove;
if the node is found, run remove algorithm.
1. Node to be removed has no children.
Algorithm sets corresponding link of the parent to NULL and disposes the node

2.Explain how BST is different from binary tree?Explain how insertion and deletion takes
place in BST with suitable example.
2015(w)
ANS-A Binary Tree is made of nodes, where each node contains a “left” pointer, a

“right” pointer, and a data element. A Binary Search Tree (BST) or
“ordered binary tree” is a type of binary tree where the nodes are arranged in
order: for each node, all elements in its left subtree are less to the node (<), and
all the elements in its right subtree are greater than the node (>).
When we delete a node, there possibilities arise.
1) Node to be deleted is leaf: Simply remove from the tree.
50
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delete(20)
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2) Node to be deleted has only one child: Copy the child to the node and delete the child
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delete(30)
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3) Node to be deleted has two children: Find inorder successor of the node. Copy contents of the
inorder successor to the node and delete the inorder successor. Note that inorder predecessor can
also be used.
50
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40

delete(50)
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/
60
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40

\
70

\

\

80

80

The important thing to note is, inorder successor is needed only when right child is not empty. In
this particular case, inorder successor can be obtained by finding the minimum value in right child
of the node.
Insertion of a key
A new key is always inserted at leaf. We start searching a key from root till we hit a leaf node. Once a
leaf node is found, the new node is added as a child of the leaf node.

CHAPTER-7
2 marks
Q-1-What is adjacency matrix?.Give one example.
2018(w)
Ans- An adjacency matrix is a matrix which describes a graph by representing which vertices are adjacent to
which other vertices. an adjacency matrix is a square matrix used to represent a finite graph. The elements of
the matrix indicate whether pairs of vertices are adjacent or not in the graph.

Q-2-What is directed Graph? 2014(w)

Ans- A directed graph is graph, i.e., a set of objects (called vertices or nodes) that are connected together, where
all the edges are directed from one vertex to another. A directed graph is sometimes called a digraph or a

directed network.

Q-3-Define Graph. 2014(w),2015(w)
Ans- A graph is an abstract data type. A graph data structure consists of a finite (and possibly
mutable) set of vertices or nodes or points, together with a set of unordered pairs of these vertices for an
undirected graph or a set of ordered pairs for a directed graph.

Q-4-Define connected graph. 2017(s)
Ans- A graph in which there is a path joining each pair of vertices, the graph being
undirected. It is always possible to travel in a connected graph between one vertex and any
other; no vertex is isolated.
5 marks
Q-1-Write the warshall algorithm to find the path matrix of a graph.,2015

Q-2-What is threaded binary tree. 2013(w)
Ans- "A binary tree is threaded by making all right child pointers that would normally be null point to the inorder
successor of the node (if it exists), and all left child pointers that would normally be null point to the inorder
predecessor of the node."

 The idea of threaded binary trees is to make inorder traversal faster and do it without stack and
without recursion.
 There are two types of threaded.
Single Threaded: Where a NULL right pointers is made to point to the inorder successor (if
successor exists)
Double Threaded: Where both left and right NULL pointers are made to point to inorder
predecessor and inorder successor respectively. The predecessor threads are useful for reverse
inorder traversal and postorder traversal.
.

Q-3-Write different methods of represent graph in memory.2015(w)
Ans-Two ways are there to represent a graph in memory
1)Sequential Representation
2Llinkedlist Representation

Sequential Representation-Graphs can be represent through matrix in computers memory
and this is sequential in nature.
Types of sequential representation
 Adjacency matrix
 Incidence matrix
 Path matrix
 This kind of representation is achieved by using the adjacency matrix.
 Adjacency matrix is used to represent which nodes are adjacent to each other i.e is there a
edge connecting two nodes on a graph.

 The adjacency matrix is of dimension n×n where n is number of nodes.
 If a edge is present from i to j then Aij=1Aij=1 else the value will be set to 0. If it is a
weighted graph, we replace 1 with the weight of that edge.

 The memory use of an adjacency matrix is O(n2)O(n2) where is the number of nodes.
An example of adjacency matrix is shown below

Linkedlist Representation– Graph can be represent through linked list in computers
memory and it is linked in nature.
Types of linkedlist representation
 Adjacency list representation
 t is implemented using a adjacency list
 It contains a linked list of all nodes in the graph.
 Moreover, each node is in turn linked to its own list that contains names of all other nodes
that are adjacent to it.
 Such kind of representation is often used for small to moderate sized graphs.
 A main disadvantage of adjacency matrix is that it is difficult to carry out insetion/deletion as
it requires a lot of shifting operations in the matrix.
 Here we can easily insert or delete as we use linked lists.
 Such kind of lists are easy to follow and clearly shows the adjacent nodes of a node.

Q-4-Explain adjacency matrix and path matrix by taking suitable example.2014(w)
Ans- Adjacency matrix
The adjacency matrix o a graph G with n verticesis n*n.
It is given by A=[aij].
Aij=1 if ith and jth vertices are adjacent.
Aij=0 if ith and jth vertices are not adjacent.

Adjacency matrix for undirected graph is always symmetric. Adjacency Matrix is also used to
represent weighted graphs.
If adj[i][j] = w, then there is an edge from vertex i to vertex j with weight w.
The adjacency matrix for the below example graph is

Path matrix
A path matrix is generally defined for a specific pair of vertices the th path matrix denoted as
p(u,v)=pij
Pij=1 if the jth edge lies in the ith path
Pij=0 otherwise.
7 marks
Q-1Write an algorithm for DFS. 2017(w)

Ans-

CHAPTER-8
2 marks
2014(w),2015(w),2017(w)

Q-1-Define searching.
Ans-Searching refers to finding the location i.e LOC of ITEM in an array. The search
is said to be successful if ITEM appears the array & unsuccessful otherwise we
have two types of searching techniques.
Two types of search
1. Linear Search
2. Binary Search

Ans-Radix Q-2-Define Radix sort.
2012(w)
sort is one of the linear sorting algorithms for integers. It functions by sorting the input
numbers on each digit, for each of the digits in the numbers
Q-3-Define Sortomg. Listout 4 sorting techniques. 2014(w),2015(w),2017(w)
Ans- Sorting refers to the operation of arranging data in some given order, such as
increasing or decreasing with numerical data or alphabetically with character
data.
4 sorting techniques are
 Insertion sort
 Merge sort
 Bubble sort

 Quick sort
Q-4-What do you mean by merging?
2015(W)
Ans-The operation of sorting is closely related to the process of merging. The merging
of two order table which can be combined to produce a single sorted table.
This process can be accomplishes easily by successively selecting the record
with the smallest key occurring by either of the table and placing this record in a
new table.

5 marks
Q-1-write binary searching technique with algorithm with an example.2018(W),2015(w)

Ans- Binary search, also known as half-interval search, logarithmic search is a search algorithm that finds
the position of a target value within a sorted array. Binary search compares the target value to the middle element
of the array; if they are unequal, the half in which the target cannot lie is eliminated and the search continues on
the remaining half until it is successful. If the search ends with the remaining half being empty, the target is not in
the array.

Algorithm
Binary search (DATA, LB, UB, ITEM, LOC)
Step 1: [Initialize the segment variables]
Set BEG := LB, END := UB and MID := INT ((BEG + END)/2)
Step 2: [Loop]
Repeat Step 3 and Step 4 while BEG <= END and DATA [MID] != ITEM
Step 3: [Compare]
If ITEM < DATA [MID]
then set END := MID - 1
Else
Set BEG = MID + 1
Step 4: [Calculate MID]
Set MID := INT ((BEG + END)/2)
Step 5: [Successful search]
If DATA [MID] = ITEM
then set LOC := MID
Else set LOC := NULL
Step 6: Exit
Example--

Q-2-Differentiate sorting and merging. 2017(w)
Ans-SORTING:
Sorting refers to the operation of arranging data in some given order, such as
increasing or decreasing with numerical data or alphabetically with character

Merging--The operation of sorting is closely related to the process of merging. The merging
of two order table which can be combined to produce a single sorted table.
This process can be accomplishes easily by successively selecting the record
with the smallest key occurring by either of the table and placing this record in a new table.

Q-3-Write the algorithm for bubble sort along with example.
2012(w),2014(w),2015(W),2017(s)
Ans-Algorithm:
begin BubbleSort(list)

for all elements of list
if list[i] > list[i+1]
swap(list[i], list[i+1])
end if
end for

return list

end BubbleSort

7 marks
Q-1-Define and write an algorithm of linear search with an example.
2014(w),2015(w),2014(w),2017(s)
Ans-Defn-- linear search or sequential search is a method for finding a target value within
a list. It sequentially checks each element of the list for the target value until a match is
found or until all the elements have been searched.
Time complexity is O(N).

LINEAR (DATA, N, ITEM, LOC)
Step 1: [Insert ITEM at the end of data]
Set DATA [N+1] = ITEM
Step 2: [Initialize counter]
Set LOC=1
Step 3: [Search for ITEM]
Repeat while DATA [LOC]!= ITEM
Step 4: [Successful]
If LOC=N+1
Then Set LOC = 0
Step 5: Exit

Q-4-Write an algorithm for selection sort.Give one example.
Ans-Algorithm

How Selection Sort Works?
Consider the following depicted array as an example.

2014(w),2015(w)

For the first position in the sorted list, the whole list is scanned sequentially. The first
position where 14 is stored presently, we search the whole list and find that 10 is the
lowest value.

So we replace 14 with 10. After one iteration 10, which happens to be the minimum
value in the list, appears in the first position of the sorted list.

For the second position, where 33 is residing, we start scanning the rest of the list in
a linear manner.

We find that 14 is the second lowest value in the list and it should appear at the
second place. We swap these values.

After two iterations, two least values are positioned at the beginning in a sorted
manner.

The same process is applied to the rest of the items in the array.
Following is a pictorial depiction of the entire sorting process −

CHAPTER-9
2 marks
Q-1-Define File2014(w),2015(w)
ANS-A file is a collection of data stored on mass storage (e.g., disk or tape). It is usually
reserved for large collections of information stored on devices outside the computer's
internal memory. It usually implies that the records are stored in secondary storage in the
computer's external memory, on tapes or disks.
Q-2-What is Hashing an Hash function?
),2013(w),2014(w)
Ans- Hashing is the process of indexing and retrieving element (data) in a datastructure to
provide faster way of finding the element using the hash key.
Hash function is a function which takes a piece of data (i.e. key) as input and outputs an
integer (i.e. hash value) which maps the data to a particular index in the hash table.
Q-3- What is collision?
2017(s)
Ans-Two keys mapping to the same location in the hash table is called “Collision”.Suppose
we want to add a new record R with key k to our file F, but suppose the memory location
address H(k) is already occupied . This situation is called collision
Q-4-Name two file organizing.
2017(s)
Ans-There are three types of organizing the file:
1. Sequential access file organization

2. Direct access file organization
3. Indexed sequential access file organization
Q-5-Write types of files used in computer.
2015(w)
AnsS- Sequential file,indexed file,hash files
5 marks
Q-1-Why collision occur? Identify technology to resolve the collision. 2014(w),2017(s)
Ans-Suppose we want to add a new record R with key k to our file F, but suppose the memory
location address H(k) is already occupied. This situation is called collision.

Q-2-what do you mea by file organization?Explain. 2018,2015(w)
Ans-We know that a file is a collection of related records. The main issue in file management is the
way in which the records are organized inside the file because it has a significant effect on the
system performance. Organization of records means the logical arrangement of records in the file
and not the physical layout of the file as stored on a storage media. Since choosing an appropriate
file organization is a design decision, it must be done keeping the priority of achieving good
performance with respect to the most likely usage of the file. Therefore, the following
considerations should be kept in mind before selecting an appropriate file organization method:
Rapid access to one or more records.
Ease of inserting/updating/deleting one or more records without
disrupting the speed of accessing records(s).
Efficient storage of records.
Using redundancy to ensure data integrity.
Although one may find that these requirements are in contradiction with each other, it is the
designer‘s job to find a good compromise among them to get an adequate solution for the problem
at hand. For example, the ease of addition of records can be compromised to get fast access to
data.

7 marks
Q-1-Expalin discuss about different file accessing techniques. 2013(w),2014(w),2015(w)
Ans-TECHNIQUES COMMONLY USED FOR FILE ACCESSING
1)Sequential accessing
2)Relative file accessing
3)Indexed sequential file accessing
1) Sequential accessing
Features
Records are written in the
order in which they are
entered.
Records are read and
written sequentially.
Deletion or updation of one
or more records calls for
replacing the original file
with a new file that contains
the desired changes.
Records have the same
size and the same field
format.
Records are stored on a
key value.
Generally used for report

Advantages
Simple and easy to
handle.
No extra overheads
involved.
Sequential files can
be stored on
magnetic disks as
well as magnetic
tapes.
Well suited for batch
oriented
applications.

Disadvantages
Records can be
read
sequentially. If
1th record has
to be read, then
all the i-1
records must
be read.
A new file has
to be created
and the original
file has to be
replaced with
the new file that
contains the
desired

generation or sequential
reading.

changes.
Cannot be used
for interactive
application

2)Relative file accessing
Features
Advantages
Provides an effective
Ease of processing.
way to access
If the relative record
individual records.
number of the record that
The record number
has to be accessed is
represents the
known, then the record can
location of the record
be accessed
relative to the
instantaneously.
beginning of the file.
Random access of records
Records in a relative
makes access to relative
file are of fixed length.
files fast.
Relative files can be
Allow deletions and
used for both random
updations in the same file.
as well as sequential
Provides random as well
access.
as sequential access
3) Indexed sequential file accessing

Disadvantages
Use of relative
files is restricted
to disk devices.
Records can be of
fixed length only.
For random
access of records,
the relative record
number must be
known in
advance.

Features

Advantages

Disadvantages

Provides fast data retrieval.
Records are of fixed length.
Index table stores the
address
of the records in the file.
The ith entry in the index
table
points to the ith record of the
file.
While the index table is read

The key improvement
is that the indices are
small and can be
searched quickly, allowing the
database to access only the
records it needs.
Supports applications
that require both

Indexed sequential files can be
stored only on disks.
Needs extra space
and overhead to
store indices.
Handling these files
is more complicated
than handling

Q-2-What is hashing ? Explain different hashing function with examples. 2018(w),2017(s)
Ans-The search time of each algorithm discussed so far depends on the number n of elements in
the collection S of data. This section discusses a searching technique, called hashing or hash
addressing, which is essentially independent of the number n.
Hash function
The general idea of using the key to determine the address of a record is an excellent idea, but it
must be modified so that a great deal of space is not wasted. This modification takes the form of a
function H from the set K of keys into the set L of memory addresses. Such a function,
H: K L
is called a hash function or hashing function.
Different hash functions
a) Division method
Choose a number m larger than the number n of keys in K. (The number m is usually chosen to be
a prime number or a number without small divisors, since this frequently minimizes the number of
collisions.) The hash functions H is defined by
H(k)=k(mod m) or H(k)=k(mod m)+1
Here k (mod m) denotes the remainder when k is divided by m. The second formula is used when
we want the hash addresses to range from 1to m rather than from 0 to m-1.
b) Midsquare method
The key k is squared. Then the hash function H is defined by

H(k)=l
Where l is obtained by deleting digits from both ends of k2. We emphasize that the same positions
of k2 must be used for all of the keys.
c) Folding method
The key k is partitioned into a number of parts, k1....., kr, where each part, except possibly the last,
has the same number of digits as the required address. Then the parts are added together,
ignoring the last carry. That is,
H(k)=k1+k2+.......+kr
Where the leading-digit carries, if any, are ignored. Sometimes, for extra ―milling , the evennumbered parts, k2,k4,....., are each reversed before the addition.

